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Publications Portal Games PortalWarhammer 40,000 Codex (plural "codices", but "codexes" is also occasionally used) is the name of a source book for Warhammer 40,000 armies and factions containing background information, pictures, and rules. 1st Edition While the term "Codex" was not yet used, a number of books were comparable. Like the more
modern editions, they included units and rules that were compiled from White Dwarf. 2nd Edition Boxed set volumes The 2nd Edition box set included three Codex-style books in addition to the core rulebook. 2nd Edition Codices The 2nd Edition was substantially more colourful and the new Codex books reflected this fact. More detailed information, such as
background and organisation, was included, adding more depth and details to the Warhammer 40,000 universe. Campaigns and Supplements 2nd Edition 3rd Edition The 3rd Edition Codexes were much smaller and less detailed than the second. This is because several new races were invented and five or six codexes a year could be produced. Revisions
Some Codexes were amended or rewritten during 3rd Edition. Campaign and Settings Within the 3rd Edition a new type of Codexes were published. Rather than providing information on a specific force, these included new rules and background for environments or planetary campaigns. 3rd Edition 4th Edition With the introduction of the 4th Edition of
Warhammer 40,000, the Codices have been updated and re-released. The fronts of the Codices are back in a consistent style, as it was in the 2nd Edition. Campaigns and Expansion As in 3rd Edition, the 4th Edition of the rules also introduced Expansions, Codexes that don't deal with a single force, but rather expand the rules for select settings and
situations. 4th Edition 5th Edition Campaigns and Expansion 6th Edition Codex Supplements Campaigns and Expansions 7th Edition Codex Supplements Campaigns and Expansions 8th Edition Indexes Codices Codex Supplements Campaigns and Expansions 9th Edition Codices Supplements Campaigns & Expansions Related Articles Index Astartes
Codex List of Lists As we wait for the upcoming Drukhari codex, let’s take a stab at what Warhammer really needs this year – Xenos or Chaos. Warhammer 40,000 9th edition has been here since July 2020 and the codexes are dripping, drip, dripping into stores. We have seen the new edition start off strong, then stop, then accelerate, in the fall, only to slow
to a crawl in November-December, then perk up a little in January.  People are chomping at the bit to get out and play, and time seems to drag on extra slowly as there is hope and light at the end of the lockdown tunnel. After twelve months in the new normal (REALLY, it’s been a whole year) you can feel even the normal energy of theory-hammering, or just
hunkering down and hobbying away the time – starting to wane.  I think folks tabletop fanatics are emotionally tapped out, and just want to get back into the public space, rolling dice. We decided to go do a little data-mining to see exactly where we are in 9th and compare it to what GW did in 8th to get an idea of what codexes are most in need of updates,
both by timeline, and more importantly, by what the game most needs. 9th Edition The game launched officially in July 2020 and this is what we have been clamoring for since then. Indomitus Box – July 11 9th Starter Sets – August 8th Codex Space Marines – October 3rd Codex Necron  – October 3rd Codex Space Wolves –  October 31st Codex
Deathwatch – October 31st Codex Blood Angels – November 28th Codex Death Guard – January 16th Codex Dark Angels – January 30th 8th Edition Now let’s rewind to June of 2017 and look at what GW machinegunned into our eager hands the last time around. 2017 Dark Imperium – June 3rd Codex Space Marines – July 22 Codex Chaos Space
Marines – August 5th Codex Grey Knights – August 5th Codex Death Guard – September 9th Codex Adeptus Mechanicus – September 16th Codex Astra Militarum – September 30th Codex Craftworlds – October 21st Codex Tyranids – November 4th Codex Blood Angels – December 2nd Codex Dark Angels – December 9th 2018 Codex Chaos Daemons –
January 6th Codex Adeptus Custodes- January 20th Codex Thousand Sons – January 27th Codex T’au Empire – March 10th Codex Necrons – March 24th Codex Drukhari – March 31st Codex Deathwatch – May 5th Codex Harlequins – May 19th Codex Imperial Knights – June 2nd Codex Space Wolves – August 14th Codex Orks – October 27th 2019
Codex Genestealer Cult – February 2nd Codex Chaos Knights – July 6th 2020 Codex Adepta Sororitas – January 11th Thoughts As you can see there are some numbers to address. In the first 8 months of 9th Edition we are going to get 7 new codexes – 5 of them Space Marines. In the first 8 months of 8th Edition we got 13 new codexes – 3 of them Space
Marines. The Way Forward? If you take out the codexes already released in 9th, here are the oldest codexes from 8th that have not been updated: 4 Years Old Codex Chaos Space Marines Codex Grey Knights Codex Adeptus Mechanicus Codex Astra Militarum Codex Craftworlds Codex Tyranids 3 Years Old Codex Chaos Daemons Codex Adeptus
Custodes Codex Thousand Sons Codex T’au Empire Codex Harlequins Codex Imperial Knights Codex Orks 2 Years Old Codex Genestealer Cult Codex Chaos Knights 1 Year Old Codex Adepta Sororitas Age Breakdowns Taking the oldest codexes that are 3 and 4 years old breaks down like this: Chaos – 3 codexes Xenos – 5 codexes Imperial – 5 codexes
Surprising isn’t it? It’s not Chaos, but Xenos and all the other Imperial organizations that have been waiting the longest for the love.  Now put yourself in GW’s shoes. You’ve just spent over a year rapid-firing over a dozen Marine codexes into player hands in 8th and 9th editions. – and endured a 12-month major business disruption. Chaos vs Xenos Do you
think you can send any more Imperial books into the market at this time? You almost have to put some of them aside to focus on something – anything different. And that leaves Chaos –  which is quite popular, but to be honest is also a Marine heavy sub-faction. They are also super popular. If you emphasize them – you get a lot of players excited. If you
emphasize them you also continue the all-marines-all-the-time run into 2 full years. Xenos is kind of a mess – and has been for several editions. It’s a miscellaneous bucket for the standalone codexes like Necrons, Orks, and Tau, along with the smaller factions like Eldar and Tyranids. None of these are individually as popular as Marines, or Chaos. But we
have a bit of chicken or the egg situation. Some of these factions WERE very popular in the past, and have fallen to the wayside with long in the tooth miniatures and ho-hum rules. Just as we saw with Necrons, if you take the time to really reinvest into a xenos range, you can make it super exciting overnight. But giant range overhauls are rare for Warhammer
40K these days. It’s mostly Age of Sigmar that gets that type of attention with all new armies. Still, Necrons show us that GW can surprise us. So What’s the Verdict? What I would personally want to see is an assertive and utterly confident GW remolding 2021 into the Year of Xenos, with several revitalized ranges, and some big keyword & lore changes to
allow more allies – to make them a viable “third-way” counterweight to the Imperial/Chaos uber-factions. But if I were a betting man, I’d put my money on GW turning back to Chaos to reset the classic Imperium vs Chaos rivalry, and bring in the larger number of players into the post lockdown buying sprees. But I can always dream of my all plastic Aspect
Warriors – Eldar-Tau alliances, and Exodites. ~What do you think 40K most needs – a totally redone Chaos, or all new revamped Xenos? Today we look at the cheapest of the HQ options for the Tau Empire codex. Click to read on, or check out the Tactics Corner for more reviews and strategies. The Cadre Fireblade is something of a “baseline” HQ for the
Tau codex, giving a good measure against which to compare other units that are available. It comes with a reasonable statline, moving 6″ like most Tau models, and having solid offensive capabilities thanks to weapon skill 3+ and ballistic skill 2+. Strength and toughness three are unimpressive but standard, while five wounds is about average for an HQ
character. Three attacks, leadership eight, and a 4+ armor save round out its profile. At 45pts they are the cheapest of Tau HQ options, and compare favorably to the low-end choices from most other books. Wargear and Special Rules A Cadre Fireblade has the For the Greater Good rule, like nearly all Tau units, and thus can fire overwatch in support of
other nearby units. It also has Volley Fire, a rule unique to the Fireblade which gives Tau units within 6″ an extra shot with Pulse Rifles and Pulse Carbines when within half their maximum range. Note that this does not function for other pulse weapons, such as the Pulse Blasters carried by Breacher Teams. A Cadre Fireblade is equipped with a Pulse Rifle of
their own, which will benefit from their aura, as well as a Markerlight and Photon Grenades. A Cadre Fireblade is a fairly unexciting character, but they serve their role in the army well enough to not be disappointing. With a reasonable amount of survivability from their armor and wounds values, they aren’t easily picked off by the enemy and their ability to
bring a high-accuracy Markerlight to the table is very valuable, since the rest of the army has few other ways to get rerolls. The aura, while useful in previous editions, is unfortunately very lackluster in 9E. Pulse weapons simply do not have the statline to be effective against most targets these days; strength 5 is a tad better than what some other factions see,
but since it deals only one damage and has no AP, it is blatantly inferior to the basic guns wielded by Space Marines, Necrons, and other armies- you simply aren’t going to do any meaningful damage to Intercessors or god forbid Bladeguard who are sitting in cover. And since the ability cannot buff the most common Tau troop choice (Breachers), the
Fireblade ends up being little more than a mandatory slot-filler for anyone foolish enough to not be taking Farsight Enclaves. Final Thoughts Although not an abysmal choice, the Cadre Fireblade is not an impressive one, either. Since 9E penalizes you for taking multiple detachments, rather than rewarding you like 8E did, their stock has gone down
significantly and they are now merely an acceptable option for when you can’t or don’t want to take a Commander of some variety. As always, remember you can get your wargaming supplies from the Frontline Gaming store, whether you’re looking to start a new army or expand an existing one. tau empire 9th edition codex. tau 9th edition codex release
date. tau 9th edition codex pdf. warhammer 40k tau 9th edition codex. warhammer 40k tau codex 9th edition pdf. tau codex 9th edition pdf download. codex tau empire 9th edition pdf
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